Important information for PMRF Candidates (Computer Science and Textile Technology) for interviews at IIT Delhi (June 10-11, 2019):

1. Dates of Interview:

   Computer Science and Engg.: June 10 – 11, 2019
   Textile Technology: June 11, 2019

   For Computer Science, interviews for any one candidate will be only on one of the two days (June 10 or June 11). However, do plan for a whole day since the interviews may extend into late evening.

2. Venue of Interview:

   Computer Science and Engg: Bharti Building, IIT Delhi Room 401
   Textile Technology: Textile Dept. Conference Room, Textile Block, IIT Delhi

3. Reporting time for the interview:

   8:00 AM

4. Hostel Accommodation Details:

   Male Candidates: Udaigiri Hostel (near Hostel Gate of IIT Delhi campus)
   Female Candidates: Himadri Hostel (near Main Gate of IIT Delhi campus)

   Candidates to report directly to the respective hostels. Charges are Rs. 400/- day (lodging and boarding). Payment may be made by Demand Draft drawn in favour of "Deans Discretionary Fund Udaigiri / Himadri Hostel" (as relevant) – otherwise online payment option is also there when the report to the respective hostels. 

   Candidates are advised to report to the above hostels. Depending on room availability, they may be directed to other hostels in the vicinity.
5. **Important contact numbers/details:**

   Telephonic queries pertaining to hostel accommodation: 011 2659 1706

   Emails pertaining to hostel accommodation: eoaados@admin.iitd.ac.in

   Telephonic queries (all other issues): 011 2659 1291

   Emails pertaining to interview logistics: office@cse.iitd.ac.in

   *Please do not pose any queries regarding syllabus or format of interviews. Please restrict your queries to matters related to logistics.*